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ABSTRACT 
 
We explore the relationship between temporal 
elements of the VC rhyme as a function of inherent 
vowel length and coda voicing in Australian 
English. Our findings for single monosyllabic words 
suggest that temporal organisation of the rhyme may 
be modulated by the strength of the durational 
contrast associated with long/short vowel pairs. 
Vowels such as /ɐː/ vs /ɐ/ which contrast by duration 
alone in Australian English are compared to vowels 
/iː/ vs /ɪ/ for which duration is just one of the 
important contrastive cues. In contexts where coda 
voicing has the potential to disrupt length contrast, 
such as when the long vowel /ɐː/ occurs in a rhyme 
with a voiceless coda, we found that vowel length 
was maximised at the expense of coda closure 
duration. We propose that the requirement of 
contrast maintenance may place constraints on 
competing temporal influences and affect the 
organisation of elements within the syllable rhyme. 
 
Keywords: duration, rhyme, Australian English, 
vowel length, contrast. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In English, vowel duration is exploited 
phonologically for the purpose of separating long/ 
short vowel classes [16, 18] and it also makes an 
important contribution to the differentiation of 
obstruent coda voicing within the rhyme [e.g. 12, 18, 
24, 25]. In addition, vowel duration has an essential 
function in the realisation of prosody, in particular, 
for signalling focus accent and also in the 
implementation of boundary strength [32, 33]. Thus 
vowel duration requires careful management so that 
the competing demands from the phonology are 
phonetically realised to ensure that the phonological 
stakeholders are successful accommodated.   

In English there is an interesting set of covarying 
temporal relationships that exist between the 
subcomponents of the syllable rhyme. Regardless of 
coda voicing, long vowels occur with shorter codas 
than short vowels [10, 23, 38]. When coda voicing is 
considered, voiced obstruents are associated with 
longer preceding tautosyllabic vowels than voiceless 

obstruents [e.g. 6, 12, 14, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25] and 
closure duration of stop codas is longer for voiceless 
stops than voiced stops [e.g. 19, 22, 34]. Thus there 
is a trading relationship between the vowel and the 
coda such that long codas are paired with shorter 
vowels and vice versa. According to Solé [28], these 
interactions within the syllable rhyme are under the 
speaker’s control as they represent language specific 
phonological characteristics rather than automatic 
effects (see also [5]).  

Some researchers suggest that covariation can be 
considered a listener-oriented enhancing strategy to 
ensure the integrity of phonological contrasts [14, 
17, 35]. Therefore, we might expect varying levels 
of contrastiveness to affect temporal relationships 
within the rhyme differently. The aim of this paper 
is to explore this proposition by examining cue 
weighting as an additional factor in the constellation 
of influences from the phonology which affect the 
relationships between durational components in the 
syllable rhyme. Our focus is Australian English 
(AusE) which has vowel pairs that exhibit varying 
degrees of durational contrast.  

1.1. Vowel Length in Australian English 

Like most varieties of English, AusE displays 
phonologically long and short vowels [8]. Generally 
the quality features are considered primary in vowel 
identification [37]. However, in non-rhotic AusE 
two pairs of vowels contrast by duration alone: /ɐː/ 
vs /ɐ/ (heart/hut) and /eː/ vs /e/ (shared/shed) [7]. 
Durational contrast in the absence of spectral 
differentiation for /ɐː, ɐ/ (heart/hut) has been 
confirmed by xray data [1] and also in several 
acoustic studies [e.g. 2, 7, 13, 37]. 

In contrast, for /iː, ɪ/ (heat/hit), the length 
difference is accompanied by a set of additional 
contrastive cues. /iː/ is phonetically higher and more 
fronted [9] and exhibits onglide, described in [15] as 
‘delayed target’ [e.g. 2, 7, 11, 37]. The onglide of /iː/ 
gives the vowel a diphthongal quality.  Watson and 
Harrington [37] showed that excluding duration 
from a classification task based on modelling from 
discrete cosine transform coefficients returned 
92.9% and 93.5% correct classification for /iː/ but 
only 67.6% and 77.4% classification for /ɐː/. Their 



analyses confirm that duration is not as crucial for 
the /iː/ vs /ɪ/ classification but is vital for /ɐː/ vs /ɐ/. 
Therefore, in AusE the functional weight of 
contrastive duration varies across different vowel 
pairs. It is heavily weighted for pairs like /ɐː/ vs /ɐ/ 
but is less important for pairs like /iː/ vs /ɪ/ where the 
pressure of contrast is shared by features like 
duration, F1/F2 spectral characteristics and onglide. 

Solé and Ohala [29] suggest that the phonological 
tense-lax contrast is under speaker control and is 
manipulated under various conditions. They found 
that tense vowels lengthen more than lax vowels at 
slower speaking rates, ‘presumably in order to 
maintain a constant perceptual distance across 
changes in global timing’ ([29] p.634). Analogously, 
data from [10] indicates that long vowels lengthen 
more than short vowels in voiced contexts, 
supporting the notion of language-specific control at 
the syllable level. These findings suggest that the 
nature of the phonemic contrast is important in the 
organisation of phonetic timing in different contexts 
[29]. 

Our specific aim in this paper is to examine how 
the patterns of timing required for the realisation of 
voicing and vowel length/coda timing relationships 
interact with variously weighted phonological 
durational contrasts.  

The phonologised voicing vowel length effect 
supports coda contrast but may be at odds with 
vowel contrast requirements. We predict that /ɐː/ vs 
/ɐ/ (i.e. vowels that rely heavily on duration for 
contrast) will be affected more strongly than /iː/ vs 
/ɪ/ by environments that have the potential to 
compromise the contrast (i.e. when a long vowel 
occurs in voiceless contexts).  

2. METHOD 

2.1. Data 

Data were extracted from the isolated wordlist task 
from the AusTalk corpus [4]. For AusTalk, speakers 
were recorded completing a range of spontaneous 
and scripted tasks including reading a set of 322 
isolated words on 3 separate occasions [4]. Words 
were separately randomised within each list. Here 
we selected words containing the vowels /iː, ɪ, ɐː, ɐ/ 
in hVt and hVd contexts from each of the three 
sessions. Table 1 shows the words and number of 
items used in the analysis. Note that for heed there 
are fewer examples because some speakers in the 
AusTalk corpus only produced two repetitions of 
heed rather than three. Other omissions are due to 
errors in production, poor quality audio or failure to 
release the stop such that closure duration could not 
be determined. 673 tokens were analysed. 
 

2.2. Speakers 

Data were selected from 36 speakers (mean age: 
26.69 (SD 4.65) who had completed all of their 
school education in Sydney: 17 females (age: 
M=25.76) and 19 males (age: M =27.53). 

 
Table 1: Number of items per word. 

 
Vowel Word Number Word Number 
/iː/ heat 90 heed 62 
/ɪ/ hit 86 hid 90 
/ɐː/ heart 85 hard 87 
/ɐ/ hut 84 hud 89 

2.3. Acoustic Analysis 

Audio data were first processed by the MAUS 
automatic aligner [26] using an AusE model. 
Automatically generated Praat textgrids [3] were 
hand corrected and further augmented to identify the 
following acoustic events using criteria established 
in [27]: (1) vowel onset and offset, (2) start and end 
of irregular pitch periods, (3) voice bar, (4) burst. 

The resulting textgrids were imported into Emu	  
(http://emu.sourceforge.net/) for formant checking 
and data extraction in R (www.r-project.org) [31].  
Formants were automatically tracked using 
ESPS/Waves (12th order LPC analysis with a 25 ms. 
raised cosine window and a frame shift of 5 ms). 
Formant data were speaker normalised [21]. F1 and 
F2 at vowel target, vowel duration, consonant 
closure duration, and duration of irregular pitch 
period within the vowel were extracted. This 
analysis is restricted to the vowel duration and 
consonant closure duration. 

Figure 1 shows data from male speakers’ hVt 
words to illustrate the F1/F2 spectral cues associated 
with the long/short vowel pair differentiation. The 
top panel shows F1/F2 normalised data to illustrate 
the spectral differentiation that pertains for /iː, ɪ/ as 
opposed to the closer spectral relationship between 
/ɐː, ɐ/. The bottom panel illustrates time-normalised 
trajectories of F1 and F2 separately for /iː/ and /ɪ/ 
showing the characteristic onglide for /iː/. 

 
2.4. Statistical Analysis 
 
Multilevel modeling (SPSS, Version 22.0, mixed 
procedure) was used in these analyses. The fixed 
factors were voicing (voiced, voiceless), length 
(long, short) and vowel pair (/iː, ɪ/, /ɐː, ɐ/). Speaker 
was included as a random factor. It was not possible 
to conduct three-way tests of significance as the 
dataset would not have provided sufficient power for 
such analyses.  

 



Figure 1: Male speakers’ hVt words. Top Panel: 
Vowels in the F1/F2 plane - 95% CI ellipses. 
Bottom Panel: F1 and F2 trajectories for vowels in 
heat and hit over normalised time. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Vowel Duration 

Vowel duration was examined for each pair of 
vowels separately to compare the factors voicing and 
inherent vowel length. Results show main effects for 
voicing, length and a voicing by length interaction in 
both vowel pairs. In all cases the effects reached 
significance beyond p<0.0001. For /iː, ɪ/: [length: 
F(1,324)=703.65, voicing: F(1,324) =340.74, length 
X voicing: F(1,324)=133.92]. For /ɐː, ɐ/:  [length: 
F(1,341) =1269.06, voicing: F(1,341) =123.40, 
length X voicing: F(1,341) =18.04]. Figure 2 
illustrates these effects (solid bars) for short (left 
panels) and long vowels (right panels). The voiced 
context is represented in the top panels and 
voiceless in the bottom panels. 

As expected, long vowels were significantly 
longer than short vowels and vowels before voiced 
consonants were significantly longer than those 
before voiceless consonants. Importantly, there was 
a larger difference between the voiced and voiceless 
contexts for long vowels compared to short vowels. 
 
3.2. Closure Duration 
 
Closure duration was compared across length and 
voicing conditions separately for each vowel pair. 

Results show main effects for voicing and length in 
both vowel pairs but a voicing by length interaction 
was only found for the /iː, ɪ/ pair. In all cases the 
effects reached significance beyond p<0.0001. For 
/iː, ɪ/: [length: F(1,324) =16.84, voicing: F(1,324) 
=38.29, length X voicing: F(1,324) =13.28]. For /ɐː, 
ɐ/: [length: F(1,341) =60.33, voicing: F(1,341) 
=24.88]. Short coda closures were associated with 
long vowels, voiced codas were shorter than 
voiceless codas and for /iː, ɪ/, the coda closure in the 
long vowel context differed according to voicing 
more than codas in the short vowel context. Figure 2 
illustrates these effects (striped bars) showing, in 
particular, reduction in the voiceless coda closure 
following /ɐː/ compared to /iː/. 

 

Figure 2: Vowel and coda closure absolute 
durations. Left panels: short vowels; Right panels: 
long vowels. Top panels: voiced context; Bottom 
panels: voiceless context. 

 
3.3. C/V Ratio – Contrast Variation 
 
In order to make comparisons between the pairs of 
vowels we calculated the closure/vowel duration 
ratio (C/V ratio) as a metric to reflect the syllable 
composition. Values approaching 1 indicate close 
correspondence in duration between the vowel and 
the closure. Lower values indicate a proportionately 
longer vowel than closure. We examined long and 
short vowels separately and compared voicing and 
vowel type as fixed factors, with speaker as a 
random factor. Figure 3 illustrates the results. 

For short vowels (left panel) the only effect to 
reach significance was voicing [F(1,345)=52.40, 
p<.0001] with voiceless rhymes having larger ratios 
indicating that the vowel and closure comprise a 
relatively equal division across the syllable (hit 0.98 
and hut 0.94). In the voiced short vowel case, lower 
ratios indicate that a larger portion of the syllable 
was dedicated to the vowel (hid 0.72 and hud 0.67).  

In general, the long vowels occupy a greater 
proportion of the syllable than short vowels. This is 
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reflected in the lower C/V ratios. For long vowels a 
complex set of relationships was found. Significant 
effects were beyond p<0.0001 for voicing [F(1,320) 
=196.11], vowel [F(1,320) =64.73] and a voicing X 
vowel interaction [F(1,320) =38.23]. In the voiced 
context long vowels displayed the smallest ratios 
(heed 0.24 and hard 0.21) indicating that the vowel 
dominates the syllable. This context is facilitatory 
for both vowel contrast and coda voicing because 
the long vowel is required for the voiced context and 
voiced codas require short closures [17].  

The interaction between voicing and vowel 
shows that there is a larger difference in C/V ratio 
between /iː/ and /ɐː/ in the voiceless compared to the 
voiced context. /iː/ displays a larger ratio (heat 0.63) 
than /ɐː/ (heart 0.36). In other words, in the voiceless 
context where vowels are typically shortened, /ɐː/ 
retains considerable length relative to the closure. 
Conversely, /iː/ does not exhibit the same effect and 
undergoes shortening as would be expected in the 
voiceless context (Figure 2 illustrates). These results 
might suggest some resistance to shortening in the 
case of /ɐː/ but not /iː/. 

Figure 3: The C/V ratios according to voicing and 
length (left panel: short vowels, right panel: long vowels). 
/iː, ɪ/ (solid bars) /ɐː, ɐ/ (striped bars).  

4. DISCUSSION 

The results confirm the trading relationship between 
the vowel and coda, previously discussed in [38, 10] 
whereby, within voicing class, inherently short 
vowels are associated with longer codas than 
inherently long vowels. We also found the expected 
relationship between coda voicing and preceding 
vowel length and confirmed that long vowels 
lengthen more than short vowels in the voiced 
context. This result could reflect a constraint on 
short vowel lengthening which preserves the short/ 
long vowel contrast. Long vowels, however, are free 
to lengthen in the voiced context. The results also 
support our prediction that the degree of shortening 
licenced for /ɐː/ in the voiceless context would be 
less than /iː/ because length is more crucial for /ɐː/.  

The results for closure duration after /iː/ showed 

longer closures in the voiceless context compared to 
the voiced (as expected) whereas for /ɐː/ there was 
not the same increase in closure in this context. 
These results raise the question of whether the 
compromise of closure duration is a strategy to 
accommodate the vowel length required for /ɐː/ to 
retain its contrast with /ɐ/. 

The C/V ratio allowed us to directly compare the 
impact of different vowel types on temporal 
management. Results show that vowel type was 
influential in the temporal organisation of the 
syllable. When /ɐː/ occurred in an environment that 
had the potential to reduce the salience of the 
contrast (i.e. voiceless), adjustments were made 
within the syllable to supports the integrity of the 
contrast. For /ɐː/, vowel length was maintained at the 
expense of closure. In the case of /iː/ which has a 
range of supporting cues to its identity, the voiceless 
context did not have the same impact, possibly 
because other cues are available to ensure contrast 
integrity. Luce and Charles-Luce [22] also found a 
difference in CV ratio for high vs low vowels but 
this difference varied according to sentential context, 
motivating further investigation.  

For /ɐː/, maintaining vowel length could benefit 
the vowel contrast but may be detrimental to the 
coda. If coda closure is compromised and the 
preceding vowel does not behave in the predicted 
fashion (i.e. we expect it to be short before a 
voiceless stop) how is the stop voicing contrast 
realised? Coda voicing is cued by a constellation of 
features including closure voicing, preceding vowel 
F0 and F1 offset and burst features [16, 30, 36]. 
These factors require examination before a clear 
picture can emerge of how contrast is implemented 
in the face of competing demands. 

The results reported here are specific to just two 
sets of vowels in highly restricted environments. 
However, the findings raise the question of how 
language-specific cue weighting contributes to the 
phonetic implementation of phonology within the 
rhyme. A larger set of vowels in various segmental 
and prosodic contexts will provide a more complete 
picture of the extent to which phonetic 
implementation is affected by cue weighting and to 
explore how listeners use this variable information. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We found that rhymes containing long/short vowel 
pairs varying in the relative weighting of contrastive 
duration were organised differently with respect to 
vowel-coda timing relationships within the rhyme. 
These findings raise further questions about how 
speakers manage contractiveness in the face of the 
competing demands that the phonology places on 
temporal structure.  
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